Logwin with new gateway online service for sea and rail transports

Grevenmacher – The global logistics service provider Logwin is expanding its digital offering and has launched a convenient and fast online service for requesting quotations and booking LCL shipments at the beginning of 2018. General cargo shipments from all major Asian trading centers can be booked to any destination in Germany and the most important European seaports at the push of a button. From China, the online service also offers rail transport with a shorter transit time as an alternative. Thus the customer can decide between sea and rail transport by comparing costs and transit times with a mouse click.

Digital service opens up advantages of the gateway concept
With its worldwide Gateway consolidation service Logwin has been offering a highly efficient sea freight product which is precisely adapted to individual needs for many years. Transport takes place in Logwin's own consol containers, which are used on weekly connections from the Far East to Europe. With the new digital service, Logwin offers its customers direct access to its extensive range of freight services from Asia. Transparent prices, transport planning in real time and the advantages of secure and well-established processes of the Logwin Gateway concept are accessible online. The consolidated containers are loaded at the Asian trading centers according to their target region and distributed directly from Logwin's regional distribution centers to the recipients. Customers thus benefit from shorter transit times, higher transparency and reduced risk of damage, as the handling of goods in the port of arrival is avoided.

Additional transport insurance and order tracking possible
The gateway online service is aimed at existing and new customers and is now available via the Logwin website www.logwin-logistics.com. In addition to booking transport by sea or rail, the system also allows to take out appropriate transport insurance online. If desired, the Logwin Order Tracking System (LOTS) with its real time worldwide shipment tracking can also be used.
About Logwin AG
Logwin AG (Grevenmacher, Luxembourg) provides efficient logistics and transport solutions for its customers from industry and trade. In 2017, the group generated sales of EUR 1.1bn and currently employs about 4,200 staff. Logwin operates in all main markets worldwide and has around 190 locations on six continents. With its two business segments Solutions and Air + Ocean, Logwin AG is one of the leaders in the market.
Logwin AG is listed in the Prime Standard of the Deutsche Börse. The majority shareholder is DELTON AG, Bad Homburg v. d. Höhe (Germany).
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